
Fixed & Depreciation



Ch. 21 – Accounting for Plant Assets & 
Depreciation

As we discussed there are two kinds of businesses:

1) Service Businesses, and 

2) Product Businesses (those with inventory)

Product Businesses come in two kinds:

1) Those that buy and resell someone else’s product, and 

2) Those that make and sell their own product



Ch. 21 – Accounting for Plant Assets & 
Depreciation

We have been working with a certain kind of asset thus far.

Current Assets are those that are expected to be converted to cash or 
consumed in one year or less

Our examples – Supplies 

Prepaid Insurance

Inventory

Accounts Receivable



Ch. 21 – Accounting for Plant Assets & 
Depreciation

First remember what an asset is – Something of value I own

Do you think Equipment or a Building used to manufacture our product 
would be an asset? Something we would include on our Balance Sheet?

Do you think it would be an asset I would convert to cash or consume 
in less than a year? 

- Think about the Baxter plant which has been operating for 40 years or 
more?



Ch. 21 – Accounting for Plant Assets & 
Depreciation

Since the answer is they are Assets but won’t be used as quickly – we 
need to deal with those a little differently

1) They are still on our Balance Sheet (debit balance accounts)

2) But they are classified in another section as NON-CURRENT

That simply means they won’t be consumed or converted in less than a 
year.



Ch. 21 – Accounting for Plant Assets & 
Depreciation

Keep in mind these are valuable and important assets, often the largest 
item on the Balance Sheet.

They can be split into three kinds:

- Buildings

- Equipment

- Land

Which of these is used up the quickest? Lasts the longest?



Ch. 21 – Accounting for Plant Assets & 
Depreciation

Let’s go through the steps, many of which are the same as for other 
assets.

Often companies rent land or buildings.

What do think the purchase of a building or a piece of equipment 
would look like.  Remember its an asset.



Ch. 21 – Accounting for Plant Assets & 
Depreciation

In the book example they buy “Store Equipment”

1) Let’s say we pay cash for a piece of equipment that costs $10,000,

And we will use it for 10 years

2) What if we buy it on account from “Bob’s Machines” to be paid for in 
90 days.  And we will use it for 10 years.



Ch. 21 – Accounting for Plant Assets & 
Depreciation

Remember Debits = Credits

1) Dr. Store Equipment $10,000

Cash $10,000

Purchased equipment from Bob’s Equipment for cash

2)  Dr. Store Equipment $10,000

Accounts Payable – Bob’s Machines $10,000

Purchased equipment from Bob’s Equipment on account



Plant and Equipment

There are two kinds of expenses that go with land, plant and 
equipment:

1) Cost of ownership – real estate or personal property taxes

2) Depreciation – The use of the building or machine over time

I don’t depreciate land since it never really wears out.



Plant and Equipment

Both costs are Period expenses which means they must 
be recorded where?

Just like other expenses they go on income statement 
since they are:

- A cost of doing business, and 

- Necessary for measuring performance in the period



Plant and Equipment

Let’s look at  pg. 548 Work Together first.

We will use our Journal to record these transactions (good review)

They work the same as other assets we purchase and expenses we pay



Plant and Equipment - Depreciation

Original Cost – What I pay for a building or piece of equipment

Useful (Depreciable) Life – An estimate of how long a Plant or 
Equipment might last 

These are only estimates and often tax rules play a part in estimating

Depreciation Expense – An estimate of the amount of the asset I use in 
the period (month, year)

Salvage Value – What the asset is worth when I am done using it  -
often times this is estimated to be zero



Plant & Equipment - Depreciation
You have to make these estimates when you buy the equipment to the 
best of your ability

Just like with inventory, there are different ways you can depreciate an 
asset 

We will always use what is called Straight Line Depreciation which 
records the expense in even amounts over time



Plant and Equipment - Depreciation

We need to know four things to do the proper accounting

1) Cost of the Asset

2) Salvage Value of the Asset

3) Useful (depreciable) Life

4) Depreciation Method – Always straight line method for us



Plant and Equipment

Example 1 –

We buy a piece of manufacturing equipment called “Filling Machine” 
for $70,000 in cash on December 1

We estimate we will use it for 5 years

At the end of 5 years we believe we can sell it to someone else (salvage 
value) for $10,000 

We will use the straight line method of depreciation



Plant and Equipment - Depreciation

We will do two things:

Calculate the entry to record the asset

Create a depreciation schedule 

Record the periodic depreciation for the first month



Plant and Equipment - Depreciation

Step 1: The entry to record the asset?

Dr. Filling Machine $70,000

Cr. Cash $70,000

Paid Cash for Filling Machine



Plant and Equipment - Depreciation

Step 2: Calculating the periodic depreciation schedule

Formula: Total cost – Salvage Value

Depreciable Life in Months

Our example 70,000 – 10,000 = 60,000 = 1,000 per month

60 months 60 



Plant and Equipment - Depreciation

Step 3: Record the Monthly Depreciation for our Filling Machine for 
December

Dr. Depreciation expense – Filling Machine $1,000

Cr. Accumulated Depreciation – Filling Machine $1,000

To record December depreciation on filling machine

Accumulated Depreciation is another Balance Sheet account (Credit 
balance) that tracks the depreciation on each piece of equipment



Plant and Equipment - Depreciation
One Example per student:

Original Cost Salvage Value Useful Life  Method

Building A 4,000,000 400,000 30 years S/L

Filler 1,000,000 40,000 8 years S/L

Assembly

Line 250,000 10,000 10 years S/L

Packer 700,000 100,000 5 years S/L

Building B 2,000,000 250,000 25 years S/L

For your assigned example complete the 3 steps – record original cost, 
calculate period depreciation and record the period depreciation



Plant and Equipment - Depreciation

Complete Work Together example on page 552 



Disposing of a Plant Asset

Sometimes plant and equipment is sold before its useful life is up.

Here we’ll talk about how to calculate that:

Example:

I own a piece of equipment

Purchase price was $11,000

Salvage Value $1,000

Useful life

First what does the depreciation schedule look like?



Disposing of a Plant Asset

Purchase Price $11,000

Salvage Value $   1,000

Amount to Depreciate $10,000

Useful Life 10 years

Annual Depreciation = $10,000/10 years or $1,000 per year



Disposing of a Plant Asset

Let’s say I decide to sell the asset after 5 years.  What will the value be?

Total Purchase price $11,000

Less: 5  years of depreciation $   5,000 ($1,000 per year x 5 years)

Remaining Book Value $   6,000

Usually you sell the asset for Market Value which is likely different than 
Book value.



Disposing of a Plant Asset

Example 1: Asset sold for $8,000 in cash

What do I need to do?

1. I need to remove the asset (both the purchase price and the 
accumulated depreciation) from the books so I credit the Asset

How would I do that?

2. Then I need to record the cash received

How does that happen?

3. They are not equal – what can I do to make them equal



Disposing of a Plant Asset
So the journal entry looks like this:

Dr. Cash 8,000

Dr. Accumulated Depreciation 5,000

Cr. Equipment 11,000

Cr. ??????? 2,000

Did I make money on the sale – Was the market value greater than the 
book value?

If yes I need a credit to an a revenue account that will go on the Income 
Statement – in this case for $2,000

I’ll Call this miscellaneous revenue because it doesn’t happen often



Disposing of a Plant Asset

How about if I sold the Equipment after 5 years for $5,000?



Disposing of a Plant Asset

Complete the two transactions in the 
Working Together problem on page 561

By preparing the required Journal Entry


